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 Joint Stock Company "GLASS CONTAINER COMPANY» Address: Street Works, 201,
Chisinau, Moldova, MD-2023 tel.: (+373 22) 47-24-82 fax: (+373 22) 47-24-32 @ gcc.md
http://www.gcc Oleg Baban  Born on October 12th, 1959, in Floriţoaia Noua village, Ungheni
district Processing engineer, had graduated from Leningrad Technological Institute (1981).
From 1998 - general director of the JSC «Glass Container Company». Fame of Moldavian
wines had crossed bounds of the republic long ago. Consumers appreciate them for special,
unique qualities, whereas experts value also attractiveness of original bottles - some kind of
«clothes», in which our wines «enter society».
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Established in 1997 as a joint-stock company, «Glass Container Company» takes care namely
of appearance of known brands.Being created under EBRD Project on promoting Moldavian
wines to external markets, the enterprise produces glass containers for traditional wines,
sparkling wines and champagne, divines, beer etc. Due to application of the improved
technologies, bottles are featured by decreased weight, improved strength and elegance of
design. They are produced both in series and to order and have the most diversified shapes,
volumes and range of colors. These facts meet completely the needs of Moldavian wine
producers. Under client orders, the company releases unique specimens with special
inscriptions on glass conforming inimitable nature and originality of an article. Raw material
bases of the JSC «Glass Container Company» are located mainly in Moldova and Ukraine. The
leading Western companies supplied modern equipment, which make it possible to produce
bottles of top quality corresponding to European standards and exacting requirements of
consumers. 265 specialists work at the enterprise producing 115 mln. bottles per year.
Originality, high quality and strength of bottles has allowed for the relatively short period to win
confidence of many wine producers from Russia, Ukraine, Byelorussia, Bulgaria, Kazakhstan,
Armenia, Georgia, Azerbaijan. European partners also prefer to pack their wines in bottles
produced by «Glass Container Company». Taking into account the increased demand, it is
supposed to double production capacities. In 1999, products of the JSC «Glass Container
Company» were marked by the Honor Certificate (for management, technical novelties and
quality) of the European Market Research Center (Brussels), whereas in 2002 they were
rewarded with the International Premium for the Product Quality (New York). In 2003, State
Premium for achievements in the field of quality, productivity and competitiveness was awarded
to the JSC “Glass Container Company”
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